
 

On account of the inordinate and impossible to bear heat, we have been experiencing in Karachi these days, we needed to take a
break from what is so familiar to us and go out for a cool breeze. One such place is the Corniche area which has become quite
popular among locals and visitors. However, people who don’t know about this wonderful place may walk past it without ever
knowing just how beautiful it really is. It is a fascinating fusion of modern and traditional architecture which makes it even
more intriguing. However, this is not all, there are a whole lot of things to do in this place. Corniche Area Growth: The Corniche
area has been around for a relatively short period of time. Although the area has been around for a while but it has really come
up as a high profile area now that tourists have started coming to the city due to the development in its infrastructure. In fact,
that is what made it even more interesting as being one of Karachi’s most visited areas. There are many hotels where people
could stay and enjoy their holidays here because of the various facilities they have provided to them. The best part is that the
locals who visit the city for leisure activities and want to enjoy their stay at a relaxed pace would find this place quite useful.
There are several restaurants which serve exotic meals and snacks to visitors and there are places where people could go
shopping which include both international brands as well as local ones. Plus, if you are up for some adventure, you could try
some of the local rides in this area. The beautiful thing about Corniche is that it offers everyone something they would love to
do while visiting this area. For example you could go on a boat ride on water bikes or yachts making sure that it is relaxing yet
adventurous enough for people to have a great time here. There are also water sports for people to try which include fishing on
the pier or on the river bank. What makes Corniche even more special is that you would find it quite fun to stroll around the
paths on foot where there are some amazing cafes where you could sit down and enjoy your drinks. It is also one of the best
places in Karachi where you could hang out with friends and family and have a great time together. There are so many things for
people to do here and we hope we would get an opportunity to visit this place soon because apart from admiring its beauty and
charm, we would love to experience its wonderful cool breeze. Location: The Corniche is located near the Arabian Sea and it is
situated at the end of Shahbaz Avenue. You can also walk straight from Karachi Fish Harbour and this makes it closer to the
beach if you wish to visit the beach. Zaman Park: This place is located nearby and couples and families love to come here for
picnics and other outdoor activities including boating on lake. The best time to enjoy at Zaman Park is around early mornings or
evenings where there is absolutely nothing but peace, love, laughter and joy. It's a great place for couples for romantic outings,
where one can spend quality time with their spouse in this serene environment away from cyber space.
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